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introduce and agenda

Iʼd like to thank Louisiana GODORT, GODORT Section chair Miriam Childs at the Law Library of Louisiana and the other 
organizers for inviting me to talk with you today and facilitating a smooth and comfortable trip. I hope itʼll be worth your while :-)

Weʼre at the very beginning of the digital era where tools, policies, best practices, etc are all in flux. In many ways, weʼre at the 
age of new metaphors needed to describe what it is that we as librarians do on a daily basis.



Librarians ...

... Explore

... Collect

... Describe

... Share

... Preserve
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... But basically, we explore, collect, describe, share and preserve the world of information. In my humble estimation, format 
does not change what it is that we do as librarians! Today I aim to show that the shift to digital does not preclude us from 
exploring, collecting, describing, sharing, and preserving government information.



Mood survey

• how many of you have:

• run across a site or a PDF or a database that you wanted to 
add to your collection?

• sent in a fugitive document to the GPO?

• have created subject guides/pathfinders to govt information 
sites?

• Run or participated in a digitization project?

• have (or want to have) a digital repository?
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how many of you have:
run across a site or a PDF that you wanted to add to your collection?
ever sent in a fugitive document to the GPO?
have created subject guides/pathfinders to govt information sites?
Run or participated in a digitization project?
want to have a digital repository?

I’ve answered each of these in the positive, and that’s what has led me to work on and advocate for digital documents 
collections and the digital FDLP. 

Stanford University Library has been a federal depository library since 1895 (almost as long as New Orleans Public 
(1883) and Northwestern State university (1887). We have deep and rich historic collections. Given that collections are 
still a vital aspect of libraries and that govt document collections are becoming hybrid paper/digital, the question becomes: 
how do government documents librarians deal with the shift to digital formats and continue to build robust collections that 
serve our local user communities? Printing out or downloading digital documents to our desktops doesn't even begin to 
answer that question. When everything's ephemeral (aka Born-digital), how do we collect, organize, give access to, and 
preserve government documents? 

Today my talk will be centered around what I’m calling the “digital FDLP.” I use this term not as an accepted project name 
but simply as a metaphor to contextualize the work that many of my colleagues and I are doing within the historic work of 
the federal depository library program (FDLP). I must add a disclaimer at the outset that, although GPO is participating in 
the LOCKSS-USDOCS program, the work that I’m doing is largely outside of GPO/FDLP structure and no paperwork or 
MOU has been signed with GPO and therefore has no official status. 



FDLP principles

• Forward democratic ideals

• Serve public interest / public access / public control / public 
preservation

• Serve the information needs of your community

• Forward the long-term institutional viability of libraries

• Promote and leverage collective action
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So with that disclaimer out of the way, I’d like to talk about a few case studies in digital government information. These are 
projects in which I’m involved at Stanford, but the key aspects can and should be generalized across the FDLP. While 
Stanford is a large and relatively well-funded university library, I strongly believe that size of library is no barrier to building 
digital collections. The current technologies available to libraries these days are various and robust and they open up 
opportunities to libraries of any size. Different technologies do have their own strengths and weaknesses, of course. 
Some give you more control over what you can do and how you can present the information, but all allow you to select, 
acquire, organize, and preserve digital information and make it available to your users.

I’d like to talk about more than simply the technical aspects of these projects. Because of the nature and history of 
libraries as memory organizations, we also must deal with the social aspects and impacts on our practices. The social 
aspects of libraries are our fundamental raison d’être. 

In fact, much of this talk has its antecedents in an email conversation that my FGI colleagues and I had last year with a 
documents librarian in a “medium-sized” southeastern library that had been a selective since that late 1800’s. That person 
was writing a white paper for their Dean who wanted to reassign the position of documents coordinator to some 
unspecified job because “all government documents will soon be on the Internet.” The thought by this dean was that 
Google, HathiTrust, FDsys, and agency Websites will be all that anyone will need to find government information, and if 
assistance is needed, any reference librarian could help them. I don’t know if this is a common belief from library directors 
– certainly not my director who is VERY supportive of my work – but I hope my talk will give those of you dealing with 
similar situations ammunition for arguing against this overly simplistic and misguided view of the lay of the documents 
land.

So in thinking about the projects of which I’m about to show, I kept coming back to the fundamental principles of libraries. 
Because those principles are, at the end of the day, the criteria for judging whether or not a project, a workflow, 
institutional energy should be considered to be a success and whether your practices can be seen as “best.”

So I’d like to first talk about library ideals. For me, running through this checklist helps me evaluate my work or a specific 
project. For instance, if I’m evaluating a project that seems to be valuable, but uses proprietary software or control of the 
content is not in the hands of the library (a trusted non-commercial entity!), or the goal of the project is profit over public 
interest, then this leads me to have questions about that project. 

So as a reminder, I’d first like to enumerate some of the library principles or values that I use as a checklist as I go about 
my work. If you have others, please let me know:
 
Are you:

--forwarding democratic ideals?
--serving public interest / public access / public control / public preservation?
--serving the information needs of your community?
--forwarding the long-term institutional life of libraries?
--promoting and leveraging collective action?

These are the principles that we as govt information librarians (and librarians in general!) hold dear. Best practices = 
practices in which these principles are embedded – and the principles embedded in the FDLP.

If you too believe in these ideals (I hope!), then you already do take actions in support of these values – and probably one 
of the main reasons you all have stayed in the field of librarianship is because you believe the following:

--libraries are critical as memory organizations
--local control of collections is imperative (e.g., a large network of libraries resists accident and natural disasters and are 
self-healing. A large network of FDLP libraries can help alleviate and ameliorate the damage and rebuild collections when 
those accidents invariably occur. Just ask my friend Rebecca Blakeley who had a wonderful presentation at the 2008 fall 
Depository Library Conference about the steps that McNeese State University Library took in rebuilding their documents 
collection after heavy damage suffered from Hurricane Rita. 
--distributed system is crucial to meet local needs (spread responsibility for content among various locations and 
administrations)
--public interest (affirms FDLP libraries’ role in ensuring permanent public access!)
--value of library community
--shared preservation responsibilities

While I talk about the following projects, please keep these principles and ideals in mind. So let’s get to the case study 
part of the discussion.



• Everyday Electronic 
Materials

• serendipitous collection

• Collecting the Web a 
drop at a time

• Flickr photo by Elle Is Oneirataxic. Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 2.0 Generic Creative Commons license

EEMs
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EEMs – or Everyday Electronic Materials – is a Mellon Foundation grant-funded project here at Stanford to build 
infrastructure and a workflow to support the collection, description, preservation and public access of digital 
objects by bibliographers and subject specialists. 

EEMs are those digital materials that are serendipitously referenced in news reports, distributed by posting on Web 
sites, or through email notification to scholars and bibliographers; those items that selectors come across in the 
course of doing their everyday work. The project has been a successful collaboration between our bibliographers, 
Public Services, Technical Services, and Digital Library Systems and Services and has produced results that may be 
adopted and adapted for use by other libraries.

The EEMs project has put in place policies, procedures, and tools for collecting and processing EEMs for Stanford 
library’s collections.

**For those interested in more, I’ve got a citation and link at the end of the presentation to my colleague Katherine 
Kott’s report on the project. For those chomping at the bit now, just Google Kott, EEM, CNI.

Subject specialist workflow is pretty simple:

1. identify the document (*only pdfs and only monographs at this time)
2. drag url of doc to the EEMs browser widget
3. determine copyright status. Request permission from the copyright owner to harvest/preserve if need be (I 
can usually skip this step with public domain govt documents!)
4. describe the document (title, author, rights status, comments)
5. submit to acq and cataloging workflow.
6. EEM is locally stored in our digital repository and accessible through our catalog (searchworks)



• Bureau of Land Management CA field office: http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/info/
publications.html

• Department of Justice: http://www.justice.gov/05publications/05_3_a.html

• Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement 
(BOEMRE) (including Minerals Management Service): http://www.boemre.gov/ 

• NOAA: http://www.noaa.gov/

• National Cancer Institute: http://www.cancer.gov/

• National Institutes of Health: http://www.nih.gov/

• USDA: http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome

• Office of Management and Budget: http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/

• **Harvesting with archive-it:

• EPA: http://www.epa.gov/

• GAO: http://gao.gov/

• Census current industrial reports: http://www.census.gov/manufacturing/cir/index.html 

Agencies tracked for EEMs
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My use of the EEMs workflow and tool grew out of 2 other projects focusing on fugitive govt documents – fugitive 
documents are a particular passion of mine!

Particularly through the work of the lostdocs blog (lostdocs.freegovinfo.info) – which tracks fugitive document 
submissions to the GPO in order to provide a public listing of fugitive documents – I’ve been able to target several 
agencies that generally are the worst offenders in terms of fugitive documents:

ϖ Bureau of Land Management CA field office (can also check OR and WA field offices) http://www.blm.gov/ca/
st/en/info/publications.html
ϖ Department of Justice http://www.justice.gov/05publications/05_3_a.html
ϖ Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE) (including Minerals Management 
Service) http://www.boemre.gov/
ϖ NOAA http://www.noaa.gov/
ϖ National Cancer Institute http://www.cancer.gov/
ϖ National Institutes of Health http://www.nih.gov/
ϖ USDA http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome
ϖ OMB http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/

We also found that 3 other agencies that were top fugitive offenders published too many documents to make the 
EEMs workflow feasible. So I’m harvesting the following 3 agencies with Archive-it (which I’ll describe later):

ϖ EPA http://www.epa.gov/
ϖ GAO
ϖ Census current industrial reports http://www.census.gov/manufacturing/cir/index.html 

I have an acquisitions staff person working about 3hrs per month to 1) check the agency publications page for new 
publications; 2) Check the CGP (http://catalog.gpo.gov) to see if the document has made it into the GPO catalog, 
and 3) submit a fugitive document report to GPO, and upload the PDF to the EEMs tool. 



EEM: http://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/8707790
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Through the EEMs workflow, to date we’ve been able to collect almost 300 documents like this one (notice the 
Stanford PURL), preserve them locally in the Stanford digital repository (SDR) and give access to them through our 
catalog, searchworks. Think what we could do if 100 libraries – or 1000! – instituted this workflow? Collectively, we 
could cover all federal agencies to assure that no born-digital document within scope of the FDLP falls through the 
cracks and becomes fugitive.



• collecting the Web in 
bulk

• Archive-it.org/home/ssrg

• Fotopedia image by Marcus Revertegat. Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 Unported license.

Archive-it
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Archive-it is a subscription service from the Internet Archive – which by the way has many digital historic govt 
documents available in its text collection. It’s an easy collection-building tool whereby you give the software a 
list of urls (called “seeds”), schedule the crawler to harvest the seeds, and then give public access to the 
content collected. It’s a good way to contextualize or make sense of the ocean of content on the open Web.

Since 2007 we’ve harvested:

Documents Crawled: 42,756,041
Data Archived: 3,692.2 GB (3.6 TB!)



SULAIR archive-it home:
http://www.archive-it.org/home/SSRG
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What I’m collecting with Archive-It:

ϖ CRS Reports
ϖ FOIA
ϖ Fugitive US agencies: EPA, GAO etc (shout-out to lostdocs.freegovinfo.info)
ϖ Bay Area governments
ϖ Climate change and environmental policy
ϖ G-20
ϖ CA Dept of education curriculum and instruction
ϖ US budget
ϖ FRUS



Collection seeds 
https://archive-it.org/public/collection.html?id=1078
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Metadata: one of our catalogers has created Dublin core metadata at the collection and seed level. Archive-it 
allows for metadata at the document level, but we have not done that. We are in the planning stage to index the 
metadata for our catalog. We’re also planning to feed archive-it collections into our LOCKSS caches for long-term 
preservation.



search and discover
http://snipurl.com/crs-energyefficiency
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We give access to the collections via full text search from the archive-it site and from our databases page. 
Search can also be embedded into other Web pages (feel free to copy/paste this code!)



add search to other pages
</gratuitous_code>

Paste this into your HTML:

<form action="http://www.archive-it.org/public/search">
 <input type="hidden" name="collection" 

value="***COLLECTIONID***" />
 <input type="text" name="query" />

 <input type="submit" name="go" value="Go" />
</form>

***COLLECTIONID*** = 1078 (CRS reports collection)
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<form action="http://www.archive-it.org/public/search">
 <input type="hidden" name="collection" value="***COLLECTIONID***" />
 <input type="text" name="query" />
 <input type="submit" name="go" value="Go" />
</form> 

<form action="http://www.archive-it.org/public/search">
 <input type="hidden" name="collection" value="1078" />
 <input type="text" name="query" />
 <input type="submit" name="go" value="Go" />
</form>



• Targeted Web collection 
and distributed preservation

• Lots of Copies Keep Stuff 
Safe

• lockss-usdocs.stanford.edu

• Flickr waterfall picture by discordia1967. That’s actually me at Hanakapi`ai 
falls in Kauai :-)

LOCKSS-USDOCS
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lockss-usdocs.stanford.edu

Combines the best of targeted Web harvesting with collaboration and distributed 
preservation. It’s a lot like Digital Deposit!



LOCKSS is ...

• Distributed Digital Preservation System

• Open source peer to peer (P2P) software

• Standards-based: OAIS, OpenURL, HTTP, WARC

• content migrator to new formats as required “on 
the fly” at point of access

• bits and bytes are continually audited and repaired

• SFX-compliant!
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LOCKSS – Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe – began at Stanford in 1999. The LOCKSS software was built to solve the problem 
of long-term preservation of digital content. It is an open-source distributed digital preservation system based on open 
standards (OAIS, OpenURL, HTTP, WARC). Originally LOCKSS was focused on journal literature but over the last 10 years 
has been used by other projects focusing on government information, theses and dissertations, numeric data, state records 
etc. 

The goals of LOCKSS is to spread out the economic cost and responsibility of digital preservation and use off the shelf 
hardware and open-source software to keep costs very low, so that libraries and content publishers can easily and affordably 
create, preserve, and archive local electronic collections and readers can access archived and newly published content 
transparently at its original URLs through links resolvers like SFX.

Think of a LOCKSS box is a digitally distributed depository library!
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How does lockss work?

There are 2 parts to the LOCKSS software: harvest and content collection; and content checking and replication. 

1) any site that gives LOCKSS permission to harvest – for example FDsys.gov – can be collected by the LOCKSS Web 
harvester -- the state of the art in Web harvesting!

2) and this is the cool part: locks goes through a process of checking and polling all digital content in all of the lockss boxes on 
a network. If 1 box has content that is different from all of the other boxes, the software will fix the content, assuring that all 
content in the whole network is exactly the same. It is for all intents and purposes injecting stem cells into the network to 
replicate and fix content thatʼs become corrupted over time.

Thatʼs it. LOCKSS is elegant in its simplicity and proven effective in keeping digital content safely preserved over time. This is 
as close to the unix maxim of “doing one thing, doing it well.” In the digital world, this is as close to perfect as one could get.



LOCKSS-USDOCS

• LOCKSS for US Documents

• Replicates FDLP in the digital environment

• “digital deposit” (for more on “digital deposit,” see 
http://freegovinfo.info/taxonomy/term/3)

• Tamper evident
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So now you can see why some of us in the documents community are so excited about LOCKSS and why we decided to 
implement LOCKSS-USDOCS. Louisiana is well-represented in LOCKSS-USDOCS as both LA Tech AND LSU are partners! 
Many thanks to Rita Franks (LA Tech) and Stephanie Braunstein!!

LOCKSS-USDOCS replicates key aspects of the FDLP in the digital environment and furthers the concept of "digital deposit," 
an essential component of the digital FDLP.

In the paper environment, the decentralized FDLP is a tamper evident system. And the same system of many paper copies of 
documents that assured preservation and access for the last 150 years continues in the born-digital world. Using the LOCKSS 
software we are re-implementing a tamper evident distributed preservation system for digital documents. Rather than a central 
silo on a .gov server, digital govt documents reside on 36 servers at 36 different libraries (and counting!).



LOCKSS-USDOCS is ...

Federal register, code of federal regulations, congressional 
record, congressional bills, congressional reports, US 
Code, Public&Private laws, Public Papers of the President, 
historic supreme court decisions, US Statutes at Large, 
GAO Reports, US Budget ...

and more!!

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectiontab.action
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Whatʼs in LOCKSS-USDOCS? GPO has been instrumental in this process by putting LOCKSS permission statements on all 
FDsys collections. This includes:

Federal register, code of federal regulations, congressional record, congressional bills, congressional reports, US Code, 
Public&Private laws, Public Papers of the President, historic supreme court decisions, US Statutes at Large, GAO Reports, US 
Budget, etc many of these going back to the early 1990s when they first went digital.

Process is simple:

Join the project and the discussion list
Set up a lockss box with at least 3TB hard drive (some libraries recycle older hardware, some run in a virtual server 
environment, some purchase new boxes from a vendor who has worked closely with the lockss staff to build to lockss 
specifications)
Select titles, sit back and watch it preserve!



LOCKSS-USDOCS participants
http://snipurl.com/lockss-usdocs-partners
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Participating libraries:
http://snipurl.com/lockss-usdocs-partners

36 libraries around the US and Canada and counting including 10 regional depository libraries -- including BOTH LA Tech and 
LSU!! Looking for more, especially regionals but also other types of libraries (law, special, public etc) and libraries outside the 
US.

In the 2008 Blue Ribbon Task Force on Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access, Abby Smith Rumsey wrote, “Access to 
valuable digital materials tomorrow depends upon preservation actions taken today; and, over time, access depends on 
ongoing and efficient allocation of resources to preservation.”

With LOCKSS-USDOCS weʼre taking collective responsibility today for long-term preservation of digital depository materials.



Librarians ...

... Explore

... Collect

... Describe

... Share

... Preserve
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Conclusion:

Explore
Collect
Describe
Share
Preserve

If you’re like me, you have a passion for documents. You want to explore, collect, describe, share, and preserve 
government information. And you want to have a digital strategy for continuing to do those things. Formats have 
unique properties and unique issues with doing these things. But format is beside the point. We must continue to 
explore, collect, describe, share and preserve government documents.



• Farmington Plan Redux

• FDLP State forecast and action plan 

• Adopt a federal agency

• Join LOCKSS-USDOCS and other 
digitization/digital preservation projects

• Start blogging your Q&As and editing 
Wikipedia articles                              
http://snipurl.com/qa-average-tariff-levels

• Catalog, catalog, catalog! 

• Yosemite’s Hetch Hetchy reservoir flickr photo by Random Curiosity.  Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 creative commons license.

Collaboration
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As you can see, the technological tools are there. But there’s a need for a “Farmington Plan redux”:

The Farmington Plan, which lasted from 1948 - 1972, was an innovative ARL program of collaborative collection development 
whereby subscribing libraries would have responsibility for collecting and cataloging research materials in certain subject and/or 
linguistic areas and would then distribute records (in the form of cards) to the National Union Catalog.

Moving forward to the 21st century, here are some things that ALL depositories can do now to realize this Farmington Plan 
Redux:

--My hope is that the FDLP State forecasts and action plans by the depository community will lay the groundwork toward such a 
plan. So I hope each and every one of you submits your library forecast and participates in your state’s action plan!

The surveys and action plans need to include each state’s plan for preserving historic paper documents AND born-digital 
documents of interest to your communities, state and region. Don’t weed unless you have a plan! And don’t have a plan based 
on an emergency copy-of-last-resort in a vault or about Title 44 legal requirements. Each state MUST keep an adequate number 
of working, usable, loanable copies geographically near their users. Don’t forget McNeese State and all of the other libraries that 
suffered damage and collection loss because of Hurricane Rita!

--Adopt a federal agency (or better yet, a local/regional office of a federal agency). Submit fugitive documents to GPO for 
inclusion in the CGP and distribution out to other depositories. 

--Join LOCKSS and other digitization/digital preservation projects

--Start blogging your Q&As and editing Wikipedia articles w library resources. Your users are online and using Google and other 
search engines to find stuff. This is an easy way to highlight your collections and your library’s resources and services. 
Highlighting your collections online brings users to your library. (story of the average tariff levels https://www.google.com/
search?source=ig&hl=en&rlz=&q=average+tariff+levels&btnG=Google+Search  ) 

--Catalog, catalog, catalog! Make sure your collections are findable to your community!

There are a few points that I hope I stressed during my talk, but want to reiterate (or “iterate” if I did not do a good job of it up 
to this point )

I want to stress that this my FDLP strategy DOES NOT preclude paper documents. In many respects our historic (I hate the term 
"legacy"!!) collections are what drive our raison d’être. 

I want also to stress that this is not strictly about technology; any technology that libraries use is just a tool. We need to first 
think about our users ("designated communities" in OAIS terminology). Collections follow users; technology follows collections 
-- not the other way around. We need to think about "sustainability" and funding and how the best way to get that is to do 
something for our communities that no one else does.  

Another point to stress is that specialized, carefully selected and (yes) 'curated' collections are easier for a community to 
navigate and use than relying on "everything" on the net or relying on huge silos of information (FDsys, LoC, HathiTrust, NARA, 
etc.) that are organized around producers (provenance) rather than users.

Libraries can do together what no agency (including GPO) can do by themselves: we can continue build rich, user-focused 
collections that are not limited by agency-production, title 44, or other constraints. Libraries can do what they’ve always done: 
we can combine information from different sources into rich collections that work for our users.  (These are not silos, by the 
way, they are "selected, user-focused, collections.")

A library that focuses on a community of interest can also make sure the collection is usable in the way that the community 
wants to use it.  (think of the census: one library might have all easy to browse and use 'statistics' and another might have data 
for analysis, not browsing.)

Libraries need no longer concentrate on a user community that is geographically based. Since users can reach the library via the 
net, users can be anywhere. This means libraries can have *new* "designated communities." Since collaboration between 
libraries is easier on the net, this means it is easier to set up these new communities of users and create easier to develop and 
manage and share collections across libraries.

No library will be 'sustainable' if it outsources its functions to others.  Probably the outsourcing won't meet the needs of users. 
And IF the outsourcing does meet the needs, the funders are going to wonder why they pay librarians to manage contracts with 
outsourced services – think of the demise of the travel agent!

We DO need more from GPO (and I hope you’ll add this to your library forecast surveys!!):

ϖ distribute content in preservable, machine-actionable formats on well-structured and organized sites.
ϖ Build and maintain tools for selection that are not just based on agency and format, but on content.
ϖ Work with the community on fugitive issues
ϖ Catalog, catalog, catalog!

We shouldn’t think of libraries as mirrors or backups or duplicates of GPO or FDsys. We should think of our collections as 
complements to what GPO does. When we get 1000 libraries doing this – individually, consortially, or collectively – we will have 
lots of copies of everything, but we will also have copies of stuff GPO misses or cannot collect (deemed “out of scope” for the 
program), and we will have focused collections that have user-focused services as well. FDsys, etc. are about one-size-fits all; 
libraries are about right-sizing their collections and services.

If we do all the things that I’ve outlined today, we will realize in collaboration with the GPO the digital FDLP.



“...let us save what remains: not by vaults and locks 
which fence them from the public eye and use in 
consigning them to the waste of time, but by such 

a multiplication of copies, as shall place them 
beyond the reach of accident.” 

— Thomas Jefferson, February 18, 1791
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I’ll leave you with these words from Thomas Jefferson:

“...let us save what remains: not by vaults and locks which fence them from the public eye and use in consigning 
them to the waste of time, but by such a multiplication of copies, as shall place them beyond the reach of 
accident.”

Or in other words:



Thanks!
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Thanks everyone!



Further reading
• Future of the Federal Depository Library Program. Free Government 

Information. http://freegovinfo.info/taxonomy/term/1087 

• “Digital Deposit.” Free Government Information.                                       
http://freegovinfo.info/taxonomy/term/3

• Preservation for all: LOCKSS-USDOCS and our digital future. James Jacobs 
and Victoria Reich, Stanford University Libraries. Documents to the People 
(DttP) Volume 38:3 (Fall 2010).                                                              
http://freegovinfo.info/system/files/lockssusdocs-dttp38%283%29.pdf

• Everyday Electronic Materials in Policy and Practice. Coalition for Networked 
Information (CNI) project briefing. Fall 2010. Katherine Kott.                 
http://sn.im/eems-report 

• A Guide to Distributed Digital Preservation. K. Skinner and M. Schultz, Eds. 
(Atlanta, GA: Educopia Institute, 2010). http://www.metaarchive.org/GDDP 

• Several technical articles on LOCKSS at D-Lib Magazine www.dlib.org 

• http://lockss-usdocs.stanford.edu 
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